Protect yourself with The MC-228
Electronic Personal Alarm with Flashlight

WHEN YOU CAN’T SCREAM
THIS SCREAMS ON AND ON …
AND FLASHES TOO!
Use as a Torch
Audible ½ Mile
Robust ABS Case
Reusable
130+ Decibel Alarm
Ripcord Operation
Gives Peace of Mind
Discourages Attackers
Works In All Positions
Attaches to Waistband or Belt
Protects against Handbag Snatchers
9-Volt Extra Heavy Duty Battery Included
Burglar Alarm for Doors and Windows

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF MC-228
ELECTRONIC PERSONAL ALARM / FLASHLIGHT

It makes an ideal fundraiser and corporate gift, for 30 years the names, logos
and “We Care” messages of our corporate clientele have adorned our
personal alarms.
Clamshell packed for retail and individually boxed for mail order sale, 30
years later we still make personal alarms of superior quality louder and more
keenly priced than any other.
Discourages handbag/case snatching: The alarm incorporates at the base
of it’s black rear face a slot which can accommodate a key ring, (not
provided), which when in place enables the alarm to be attached to the
outside of a handbag or case.
Having attached a key ring to the alarm, attach the key ring to the handbag
strap attaching the pull cord’s “G” clip to your trouser or skirt belt.
If the handbag is snatched the pull cord is removed setting off the 130+ dB
alarm and flashing light.
As the alarm will be attached to the stolen item it will act as a deterrent and
encourage the thief to discard it.
Use as a burglar alarm: The integral wallmounting bracket facilitates the alarm’s location on
a wall and it’s use as a door/window alarm, using
the included tweezers/switch sensor plug. Place
tweezers between a door or window and it’s frame
so that when either the door or window is opened
the alarm will sound and the light flashes.

This personal alarm incorporates a high intensity strobe light, which produces
a flashing light when the 130+ dB alarm is activated
To operate as a personal alarm, simply pull the ripcord pin out of the socket
outlet.
To stop the alarm sounding and the light flashing, replace the pin in the
socket outlet.
The flashlight can also be used independently by pressing the side
button.
The alarm is ideal for women, children, nurses, shoppers, students,
travelers, joggers, cyclists, campers, walkers, in hazardous locations,
threatening situations, carrying cash or valuables, for public transportation
workers, postmen, night workers, senior citizens & those who live or work in
isolation.

To replace the batteries: Remove two fastening
screws on back of alarm to access the battery
compartment. Place 9V alkaline battery in the
compartment and refit the alarm back, replacing
the screws.
CAUTION: This alarm is a warning device, which
does not guarantee safety
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